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What is a Mode Sorter?
Mode sorting

Mode Sorter and Mode Projector
• A mode sorter

• A mode projector

(all other modes are rejected and lost)
Inefficient: Need to make d measurements to sample a d-dimensional state space
Lose the multiplex advantage of the large state space

The Glasgow (Padgett) OAM Sorter
Optically implement the transformation
Reformatter or phase unwrapper

Phase corrector

Position of spot
determines OAM

Experimental Results (CCD images in output plane)
- Resolution limited by the
overlap of neighboring states.

*Berkhout et al. PRL 105, 153601 (2010).
O. Bryngdahl, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 64, 1092 (1974).

Laguerre-Gauss Modes
The Laguerre-Gauss modes are a well-known family of
modes that carry orbital angular momemtum (OAM).

Here p is the radial index and l is the azimuthal (OAM) index.

Why We Need to Encode in Azimuth and Radius
• Large telescopes are expensive; we want to make full use of our resources
This?

Or this?

• In concept we want to encode in communication modes, but for large
Fresnel numbers they approximate Laguerre-Gauss modes.
• Laguerre-Gauss modes are described by two mode indices, one (l) for
azimuthal variation and one (p) for radial variation.
• We can roughly square the size of Hilbert space by encoding in both l and p.
• Miles Padgett showed earlier how to sort in l . Only recently have people
shown how to sort in p.

fidelity = 97%
efficiency = 0.2%

A genetic algorithm determines the pattern on the control SLM

Laboratory Setup

• Phase screens on SLMs 1 and 2 convert a specified input
mode to the near-Gaussian fundamental mode of a
single mode fiber.
• Uses Gerchberg-Saxton phase-retrieval algorithm to
determine phase screens
• Generalizes to any basis set
• Uses projective measurement
numerical

Phase Screens
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Crosstalk Matrices
experiment
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• Output of first Zd-gate is injected into the second stage
to remove the p=0 and p=2 ambiguity
• Intuition: the Gouy phase depends on the radial quantum
number which determines the output of the interferometer––

• We know how to build an azimuthal sorter, and we know
how to build a radial sorter; we just need to combine them
FRFT (fractional Fourier transform) module

Results for sorting both azimuthal and radial dependence

• Experimental setup

• It is surprisingly diﬃcult to construct an HG mode sorter
• But we know how to construct an LG mode sorter
• And we know how to convert HG modes to LG modes
• Here is the conversion table between LG and HG modes:

• Laboratory results

• Here is how well we can convert HG to LG

What to do with this new generation of sorters?
1. Use in for quantum key distribution (QKD) systems.
2. Use for superresolution imaging
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Our OAM Quantum Key Distribution Laboratory Setup

Mirhosseini et al., New Journal
of Physics 17, 033033 (2015).

We use a seven-dimensional
state space.
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Laboratory Results - OAM-Based QKD
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Terabit free-space data transmission employing
orbital angular momentum multiplexing
Jian Wang1,2 *, Jeng-Yuan Yang1, Irfan M. Fazal1, Nisar Ahmed1, Yan Yan1, Hao Huang1, Yongxiong Ren1,
Yang Yue1, Samuel Dolinar3, Moshe Tur4 and Alan E. Willner1 *
The recognition in the 1990s that light beams with a helical phase front have orbital angular momentum has beneﬁted
applications ranging from optical manipulation to quantum information processing. Recently, attention has been directed
towards the opportunities for harnessing such beams in communications. Here, we demonstrate that four light beams with
different values of orbital angular momentum and encoded with 42.8 3 4 Gbit s21 quadrature amplitude modulation
(16-QAM) signals can be multiplexed and demultiplexed, allowing a 1.37 Tbit s21 aggregated rate and 25.6 bit s21 Hz21
spectral efﬁciency when combined with polarization multiplexing. Moreover, we show scalability in the spatial domain
using two groups of concentric rings of eight polarization-multiplexed 20 3 4 Gbit s21 16-QAM-carrying orbital angular
momentum beams, achieving a capacity of 2.56 Tbit s21 and spectral efﬁciency of 95.7 bit s21 Hz21. We also report data
exchange between orbital angular momentum beams encoded with 100 Gbit s21 differential quadrature phase-shift keying
signals. These demonstrations suggest that orbital angular momentum could be a useful degree of freedom for increasing
the capacity of free-space communications.

A

ngular momentum, sometimes described as the rotational
analogue of linear momentum, is one of the most fundamental physical quantities in both classical and quantum
mechanics1. Angular momentum can be divided into spin angular
momentum (SAM) and orbital angular momentum (OAM) in
paraxial beams2,3. SAM is associated with photon spin and manifested as circular polarization, as anticipated by Poynting in 19094
and demonstrated by Beth in 19365. In contrast, OAM is linked to
the spatial distribution2. It was shown by Allen in 19926 that helically phased beams comprising an azimuthal phase term exp(iℓu),
have an OAM of ℓh per photon (where ℓ is topological charge, u
is azimuthal angle, and h is Plank’s constant h divided by 2p).
OAM is a natural property of various types of helically phased
beams, ranging from electron beams to radio waves7–15. It has
given rise to many developments in optical manipulation, optical
trapping, optical tweezers, optical vortex knots, imaging, astronomy
and quantum information processing7,8,16–27.
In addition to these established areas, OAM has recently seen
applications in free-space information transfer and communications28. In contrast to SAM, which has only two possible values
of +h, the theoretically unlimited values of ℓ, in principle,
provide an inﬁnite range of possibly achievable OAM states. OAM
therefore has the potential to tremendously increase the capacity
of communication systems, either by encoding information as
OAM states of the beam or by using OAM beams as information
carriers for multiplexing28–36. In this Article, we consider the latter
option of using OAM beams for multiplexing, which can be
regarded as the analogue of various other multiplexing technologies
in optical ﬁbre communications, such as wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)37–39, optical time-division multiplexing (OTDM)40,
polarization-division multiplexing (PDM)37–41, spatial-division
multiplexing (SDM)41 and mode-division multiplexing (MDM)42.

Note that recent advances in optical communication systems in
relation to multilevel amplitude/phase modulation formats, coherent
detection and electronic digital signal processing have facilitated dramatic increases in capacity and spectral efﬁciency37–43. Hence, a valuable goal would be to use OAM beams to carry information with
multilevel amplitude/phase modulation formats, resulting in yet
another increase of capacity and spectral efﬁciency, gained by the multiplexing of OAM beams. Moreover, when using OAM beams to carry
different data information, a potentially desirable operation for ﬂexible
data processing would be data exchange between OAM beams.
Here, we demonstrate multiplexing/demultiplexing of four
polarization-multiplexed (pol-muxed) OAM beams, each carrying a
42.8 × 4 Gbit s21 (4 bits per symbol) quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) signal, thereby achieving a capacity of 1,369.6
(42.8 × 4 × 4 × 2) Gbit s21 (4 bits per symbol for the 16-QAM,
with 4 OAM beams and 2 polarization states) with a spectral
efﬁciency of 25.6 bit s21 Hz21 (50 GHz grid). Moreover, we show
scalability in the spatial domain using two groups of concentric
rings of eight pol-muxed OAM beams, each carrying a 20 ×
4 Gbit s21 16-QAM signal, for which a capacity of 2,560 (20 × 4 ×
8 × 2 × 2) Gbit s21 (4 bits per symbol for the 16-QAM, with 8
OAM beams, 2 polarization states and 2 groups of concentric rings)
is achieved together with a spectral efﬁciency of 95.7 bit s21 Hz21
(25 GHz grid). Finally, we demonstrate data exchange between two
OAM beams, each carrying a 100 Gbit s21 differential quadrature
phase-shift keying (DQPSK) signal.

Multiplexing of information-carrying OAM beams
Figure 1a,b presents a schematic representation of the generation and
back-conversion of an information-carrying OAM beam, where a
light beam with OAM serves as a carrier of information, which
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• Uses projective measurement at receiver

Quantum Key Distribution Using All Degrees of Freedom
• Perform QKD in an 8-dimensional state space.
• Encode in the transverse variation of amplitude, phase, and polarization
• Transfer 2.15 bits per detected photon

• Crosstalk matrix
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• Secure image transmission
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What to do with this new generation of sorters?
1. Use in for quantum key distribution (QKD) systems.
2. Use for superresolution imaging

Mode Sorting and Imaging
1.

It is most natural to perform imaging in the position basis.

2.

However, one can alternatively decompose a (coherent) image into any orthogonal basis
set, such as the Hermite-Gauss (HG) or Laguerre-Gauss (LG) modes.

3.

There can be advantages in decomposing images into orthogonal mode sets
a) a small number of parameters can characterize an image1
b) techniques are available manipulate and characterize LG and HG modes

4.

We are developing a mode sorter to allow us to decompose an arbitrary coherent optical
image into the LG basis.

5.

We had earlier (with Miles Padgett) developed a sorter for the azimuthal LG modes (OAM
modes).

6.

However, there has been no demonstrated means to sort on the radial degree of freedom.

7.

We are developing such a device, based on a procedure suggested by Radu Ionicioiu2

[1] Z. Yang et al., Light: Science & Applications (2017) 6, e17013; doi:10.1038/lsa.2017.13
[2] R. Ionicioiu, “Sorting quantum systems efficiently,” Sci. Reports 6, 25356 (2016).

Mankei Tsang and Rayleigh’s Curse
• Mankei Tsang and coworkers note that accord-

ing to classical reasoning the ability to determine the separation between two point sources
degrades significantly when this distance becomes smaller than the Rayleigh criterion.
• They call this effect Rayleigh’s curse. This conclusion is confirmed by consideration of the
Fisher Information (FI) and its inverse, the
Cramér-Rao Bound. Specifically, the FI is
shown to drop to zero for zero separation.

• These conclusions are based on the assumption that the separation is measured by
direct imaging, that is, by measuring the intensity of the focal image of the sources.
However, if the full field, amplitude and
phase, were to be measured, the FI would
remain constant as the separation drops to
zero. The same conclusion holds if one measures the image by means of a mode decomposition. By these procedures, one can entirely circumvent Rayleigh’s curse.

quantum limit

direct imaging
separation,

M. Tsang, R. Nair, and X.-M. Lu, “Quantum theory of superresolution for two incoherent optical point sources,” Phys. Rev. X 6, 031033 (2016).

Mankei Tsang and Rayleigh’s Curse -- II
-

Mankei Tsang’s predicted superresolution has been confirmed [2-4] for
transverse resolution.
What about longitudinal resolution (which is also very important)?

1. M. Tsang, R. Nair, and X.-M. Lu, Phys. Rev. X 6, 031033 (2016).
2. W.-K. Tham, H. Ferretti, and A. M. Steinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 070801 (2017).
3. M. Paúr, B. Stoklasa, Z. Hradil, L. L. Sánchez-Soto, and J. Rehacek, Optica 3, 1144
(2016).
4. F. Yang, A. Tashchilina, E. S. Moiseev, C. Simon, and A. I. Lvovsky, Optica 3, 1148 (2016).

direct imaging

sorter-based imaging

Theory

separation,

Laboratory

separation,

Laboratory Results: Axial Superresolution
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Quantum Properties of the Radial Degree of Freedom
• Hong-Ou-Mandel eﬀect and and LG beams
• We can control the degree of distinguishability
through the radial degree of freedom of a LG beam.

1.414 w0

0.588 w0

coincidences between DA and DB

• Note that the radius is a continuous variable;
azimuthal index is a discrete variable.
Experimental setup

distinguishable
partially
distinguishable
indistinguishable
(same p mode)

• coincidences between DB and DB’
• measurement of coalescence
Karimi et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 89, 013829 (2014)

0.353 w0

fidelity = 97%
efficiency = 0.2%

What do we mean by an OAM mode?

Summary: Quantum State Sorters
• New quantum-state sorters for full Laguerre-Gauss
characterization enable enhanced performance for
free-space quantum communications.
• This technology is useful more generally in advanced
imaging by allowing a complex optical field to be
decomposed into a complete set of orthogonal modes.
• In particular, these sorters can be used in superresolution
imaging.

